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Abstract 
We characterize Lindel6f p-spaces which are absolute extensors for ze o-dimensional perfectly 
normal spaces. As an application we prove that a Lindel6f Cech-complete space X is an absolute 
extensor for zero-dimensional spaces if and only if there exists an upper semi-continuous compact- 
valued map r :X  3 --+ X such that r(x, ff, y) = r (y ,y ,x )  = {x} for all x ,y  E X.  This result 
is new even when applied to compact spaces nd yields the following new characterization of
Dugundji spaces: A compact Hausdorff space X is Dugundji if and only if there exists an upper 
semi-continuous compact-valued map r :X  3 --+ X such that r (x ,y ,y )  = r (y ,y ,x )  = {x} for 
all x, g C X. It is worth noting that, by a result of Uspenskij, in the above characterization f
Dugundji spaces the set-valued map r cannot be replaced by a single-valued continuous) map, 
the 5-dimensional sphere S 5 being a counterexample. 
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1. Introduction 
Uspenskij [15] proved that if X is a countably compact space and there is a continuous 
mapping r from X 3 onto X such that 
r (x ,  y, y) = r(y, y, x) = x for all x, y C X ,  (am) 
then the Stone-Cech compactification f i x  of X is a Dugundji space (a continuous map- 
ping r satisfying the condition (am) is called an antimixer on X). So, if a compact space 
possesses an antimixer it is a Dugundji space. This is a generalization of the fact that 
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compact opological groups are Dugundji spaces [8] (let us note that for every topological 
group G the mapping (x, y, z) --+ xy - l z  is an antimixer on G). On the other hand there 
is a Dugundji space which does not possess an antimixer (the 5-dimensional sphere S 5 is 
such a space [16]). So, Dugundji spaces can not be characterized in terms of antimixers. 
But if we consider set-valued antimixers, i.e., set-valued maps r from X 3 onto X such 
that 
r(x, y, y) =- r(y, y, x) = {x} for x, y c X, (sam) 
instead of single-valued, we get a characterization f Dugundji spaces (see Corollary 1.3 
below). This characterization is obtained as a corollary from the following theorem 
describing Lindel6f p-spaces which are absolute extensors for 0-dimensional perfectly 
normal spaces: 
Theorem 1.1. Let X be a LindelOf p-space. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) There is a useo antimixer  from X 3 onto X;  
(2) X is a limit space of an S-system of a length w(X) ;  
(3) For every closed embedding of X in a paracompact p-space Y there is a usco 
retraction r : Y --+ X ;  
(4) For every closed embedding of X in a paracompaet p-space Y there is a regular 
extension operator u : C (X)  --+ C(Y) ;  
(5) Every closed embedding of X in a normal space Y is a d-embedding; 
(6) Every continuous mapping f : F -+ X from a closed G6-subset of a normal space 
Y with dim(Y - F)  = 0 is continuously extendable over Y. 
Let us introduce the notions in Theorem 1.1. All spaces considered are completely 
regular. A set-valued mapping r from X to Y is called upper semi-continuous (briefly, 
u.s.c.) if the set r#(U) =- {x E X: r(x) C U} is open in X whenever U is open in Y. 
A set-valued mapping r from X to Y is called a retraction if Y is a subset of X and 
r(x) = {x} for every x E Y. By a usco mapping we mean an u.s.c, compact-valued 
mapping. An embedding j : X ~-+ Y is said to be d-regular [12] (briefly, a d-embedding) 
if to every open subset U of X an open subset e(U) of Y can be assigned such that 
e(~) = ~, e(U) N j (X )  = U and e(U) Ne(V) = e(U N V). A continuous in the sense of 
Scepin [11] inverse system {Xe, q~, c~ </3  < ~0(T)}, where w(~-) is the initial ordinal 
of cardinality T, is said to be an S-system of a length -r if X1 is a separable metric space 
and every q~+l is an open and perfect mapping with a metrizable kernel, i.e., for each 
there is a separable metric space Me such that Xe+l is embedded in Xe  × M~ and the 
restriction of the projection 7re : Xe  × Me --+ Xe on Xe+l  coincides with q~+t. By C(X)  
(respectively C* (X))  we denote the real vector space of all continuous (and bounded) 
functions on X. Let X be a subspace of Y. A linear mapping u : C(X)  --+ C(Y)  is said 
to be a regular extension operator if u is positive, u(1x)  -- I y  and u( f ) lX  = f for 
every f C C(X) .  A compact space X is called Dugundji [9] if for every embedding of 
X in a compact space Y there is a regular extension operator u : C(X)  --+ C(Y) .  The 
class of Dugundji spaces has a nice topological characterization, given by Haydon [4]: 
X is a Dugundji space if and only if it is an absolute extensor for 0-dimensional spaces 
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(briefly, AE(0)). The notion of AE(0) was extended for all completely regular spaces 
in [1]: A space X is an AE(0) if every Z-normal mapping from Y to X, where Y C Z 
and dim Z = 0, is continuously extendable to Z. Here dim stands for dimension defined 
by finite functionally open covers and f is Z-normal means that for every continuous 
function 9 on X the function 9 o f is continuously extendable over Z. 
We are now in a position to prove the following corollary of Theorem 1.1. 
Corollary 1.2. Let X be a Lindel6f p-space. Then X is an AE(0) i f  and only if X is a 
Cech-complete space possessing a usco antimixer. 
Proof. Let X be an AE(0)-space. Then, by [17, Theorem 1], there is a closed C- 
embedding of X in R A and a usco retraction r from R A onto X, where card (A) = w(X)  
and R is the real line. By Lemma 2.4 below R a possesses a usco antimixer ¢. Then the 
restriction r o ¢ onto X 3 is a usco antimixer on X. Hence, every AE(0)-space has a usco 
antimixer. X being paracompact p-space and AE(0), is Cech-complete [17]. 
Suppose there exists a usco antimixer on X. Then, by Theorem 1.1, X is a limit 
space of an S-system qo = {Xm q~, /3 < a < w(~-)} of a length w(X) .  The space X1 
is a complete separable metric space because X is 0ech-complete and ql :X  --+ X1 is 
perfect. By the same arguments, each X~ is a Lindel6f Cech-complete space. It follows 
from [1] that X E AE(0). [] 
Since the class of compact AE(0)-spaces coincides with the class of Dugundji 
spaces [4], we have a characterization f Dugundji spaces in terms of usco antimix- 
ers: 
Corollary 1.3. A compact Hausdorff space is Dugundji if  and only if there exists a usco 
antimixer on it. 
2. Some lemmas 
Let X be a subspace of a product I A × M,  where I = [0, 1], and B C A. Then 7rB and 
7rM stand for the natural projections of I A x M onto I B x M and M respectively. Denote 
PB = 7rBIX and PM = rCMIX. If cM is a compactification f M and cX is the closure 
of X in I A x cM then P/3 denotes the projection of cX into I B x cM. By a standard 
open subset of  X we mean a subset of the form V QX, where V is a standard open set in 
I A x M.  If U is a subset of I  A x M,  1C(U) denotes the family {B C A: 7r~ 1 (TrB(U)) = 
U}. Analogously, if U C X then £(U) = {B C A: p•t(pB(U)) --- U}. 
Lemma 2.1. Let X be a LindelOf p-space and r : X 3 --q X be a u.s.c. (not necessarily 
compact-valued) antimixer. Suppose X is a subset of  l A x M,  where M is a metric space. 
Then for  every countable subset C of  A there is a countable set t3 C A containing 
C such that {pB(z)} = pB( r (x ,y ,z ) )  = pB( r (z ,x ,y ) )  provided x ,y ,z  E X and 
pB( ) = pB(y). 
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Proof. First we shall construct by induction a sequence {B(n): n = 1,2,. . .} con- 
sisting of countable subsets of A such that /3(1) D C and for every x, y, z E X and 
n the equality PB(n+l)(x) = P~(n+1)(Y) implies {pB(,~)(z)} = pB(,~)(r(x,y,z)) = 
p.I~)(r(z, x, y)). 
Suppose we have already constructed B(k), k = l, 2 , . . .  ,n. Take a countable base 
Bn of PB(n)(X) and for every U e B,~ consider the open subset W(U) = r#(p~l(n)(U)) 
of X 3. Let Z be the space (X × A) U (A × X), where A is the diagonal in X 2. Z is 
a Lindelbf p-space because it is closed in X 3 and X 3 is a Lindelbf p-space. Since r is 
an antimixer (i.e., r satisfies the condition (sam)), the restriction h = PB(n) o rlZ is a 
single-valued continuous mapping from Z onto PB(n)(X) and W(U) n Z = h -I(U). 
Hence, W(U)MZ is a LindelOf space as an Fo-subset of Z. For every point w -- (x, y, z) 
from W(U) N Z there are standard open neighbourhoods O(x), O(y) and O(z) in X 
of x, y, and z, respectively, such that O(w) = O(x) × O(y) × O(z) C W(U). Choose a 
finite set/3(w) C A with B(w) e £(O(x) ) n £(O(y) ) N £(O(z) ). Then 
3 -,(p~(~) (p.(~)) (o(w))) = o(w), (1) 
where PB(w)3 is the mapping pB(~o ) XpB(w ) XpU(w ) from X 3 onto the space (pB(w)(X)) 3. 
Since ~'(U) = {O(w): w E W(U) NZ} is an open cover of W(U) NZ and W(U) RZ is 
Lindelbf, there is a countable subset F(U) of W(U) N Z such that {O(w): w c F(U)} 
is a subcover of "y(U). Put 
e (U)=O{O(w) :  wEF(U)}  and B(U) - -U{B(w) :  wEE(U)} .  
Obviously,/3(U) is countable and W(U) NZ C e(U) C W(U). Finally, let B(n÷ l) -- 
U{/3(u): u e Bn}. it follows from our construction and from (1) that 
3 -1  (p.(n+,)) (p~(n÷l) (e(V)) )=~(V)  ¢2) 
for every U E/3n. Suppose x, y, z c X and PB(~+1)(x) = PB(,~+I)(Y). The last equal- 
ity implies p~(~+l)(x,y,z) = 3 3 _ 3 z x). p/ (~+l)(x, z) and pB(n+l)(z, x, y) -- PB(,~+I)( , X, 
Let PB(n)(Z) E U*, where U* E Bn. Since r(x,x,z) = r(z,x,x) = {z}, we have 
(z,x,x), (x,x,z) e W(U*). Hence, (z,x,x), (x,x,z) E W(U*) n Z C e(U*). Then, 
by (2), (z,x,y),(x,y,z)  e e(g*) C W(U*). Therefore, ps(n)(r(x,y,z)) C U* 
and pB(n)(r(z,x,y)) C U*. Consequently, we showed that every U E Bn contains 
PB(~) (r(x, y, z)) and PB(~)(r(z, x, y)) provided U contains PB(n)(z). Thus, 
{p.(n)(z) } -- p.(~)(~(~, y, ~)) -- p-/~) (~(z, x, y))  
Let B = U{B(n): n = 1,2,.. .}. Clearly, B is countable and C C/3. If x, y, z E X 
and pB(x) = PB(Y) then p,(,~+l)(x) = Ps(~+1)(Y) for every n. Thus, for every n we 
have 
{ p.(~)(z ) } = p.(~) (~( x, y, z )) = p.(~) (~( z, x, v)), 
and hence, 
{p.(~)} =p.(~(~,u,z)) =p.(~(z,x,y)) [] 
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Remark  1. Analyzing the proof of Lemma 2.1 one can see that the following more 
general proposition holds: Suppose l (X  2) <<. ~- and there is an u.s.c, antimixer from X 3 
onto X (here l (X  2) is the Lindel6f number of X2). If X C I A >( M,  where M is a 
metric space, then for every set C c A of cardinality card (C) ~< ~- there is a set B C A 
containing C such that card (B) ~ r and {pB(z)} = pB(r(x ,  y, Z)) = pB(r(z ,  X, y)) 
provided x, y, z E X and pB(X) = PB(Y). [] 
Lemma 2.2. Let X = I-[{Ms: s E S} be a product of metric spaces. Then there exists 
a usco antimixerfrom X 3 onto X.  
Proof. First we shall prove that every M~ possesses a usco antimixer ~. Let Zs be the 
space (Ms x As) U (As x Ms), where As is the diagonal in M~. Define a continuous 
mapping hs from Zs onto Ms by hs(x ,x ,y )  = hs (y ,x ,x )  = y for all x, y c Ms. Take 
a usco retraction 9~ from M 3 onto Z~. (Here we use the well-known fact that every 
closed subspace of a metric space M is a usco retract of M.) Then the composition 
rs -- hs o gs is a usco antimixer from M2 onto Ms. It is easily seen that the set-valued 
mapping r = I]{rs: s E S} is a usco antimixer from X 3 onto X. [] 
Lemma 2.3. Let f : X --+ Y be a perfect and open continuous mapping with a metrizable 
kernel. Then f is O-soft, i.e., for  any O-dimensional normal space Z, a closed subset H 
of Z and an), two continuous mappings g : Z -4 Y and h : H -4 X with f o h = 91H 
there exists a continuous mapping k : Z -4 X such that f o k = g and k lH  = h. 
Proof. Let M be a separable metric space such that X is a subspace of Y x M and 
7r~lX = f ,  where Try is the projection of Y x M onto Y. Denote by 7rM the projection 
of Y x M onto M.  Suppose we have a 0-dimensional normal space Z, a closed subset 
H of Z and two continuous mappings 9 : Z --+ Y and h : H -+ X with f o h = glH. 
Define a set-valued mapping • : Z -4 M by 
~5(z) ---- { {TrM(h(z))} if z E H, 
7rM(f-~(g(z)))  i f z  ¢ H. 
Since f is open and perfect, ~ is compact-valued and lower semi-continuous (recall 
that a set-valued mapping qs:Z --+ M is lower semi-countinuous if ~5 -1 (U) = {z E 
Z: ~(z) n U ~ 0} is open in Z whenever U is open in M). Then, by [2, Theorem 11.4], 
there is a continuous mapping q from Z into M with q(z) e ~5(z) for every z in Z. 
Finally, define the desired mapping k: Z -4 X by k(z) = (9(z), q(z)). [] 
Remark  2. Let f : X -4 Y be as in Lemma 2.3. Then for any normal space Z, a closed 
G~-subset H of Z with dim(Z - H) = 0 and any two continuous mappings g : Z -4 Y 
and h : H -4 X with f o h = 9[H, there exists a continuous mapping k : Z -4 X such 
that f o k = 9 and k lH = h. 
Proof. Let # : Z --4 M be the lower semi-continuous mapping defined in the proof of 
Lemma 2.3. Since H is G6 in Z we have Z - H = [.J{Fn: n = 1,2, . . .}  with each 
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Fn closed in Z and dim F,~ = 0. By [7, Theorem 4.6], there is a continuous election 
q: Z -+ M for ~. Finally, put k = (9(z), q(z)). [] 
Recall that a continuous mapping f : X -+ Y is said to be Milutin if there exists a 
positive linear operator u:C(X)  --+ C(Y)  such that u( lx )  = lv  and u(h o f )  = h for 
every h in C(Y).  Such an operator is called a regular averaging operator for f .  
Lemma 2.4. Let A be an infinite set and M be a metric space. Then there exist a O- 
dimensional metric space Mo and perfect Milutin mappings f : D A --+ l A and 9 : Mo --+ 
M such that f x 9 is also a Milutin mapping, where D is the discrete two-point set. 
Proof. Let f :D  A --+ I A and 9:Mo --+ M be perfect Milutin mappings where Mo 
is a 0-dimensional metric space (the existance of such mappings follows, respectively, 
from [9, Theorem 5.6] and from [3]). Then using the same arguments as in the proof of 
Proposition 1.14 from [1], one can see that f x 9 is a Milutin mapping. [] 
For a compact space X by P(X)  is denoted the space of all regular probability 
measures on X endowed with the weak-star topology. P(X)  can be considered as the 
space of all continuous (with respect o the uniform norm) positive linear functionals 
# on C(X)  with #( lx)  = 1. There is natural embedding i :X  ~ P (X)  defined by 
i(x) = ~,  where dx is Dirac's measure at the point x. For p E P(X)  the support of # 
is denoted by supp(/z). For a continuous mapping f between compact spaces X and Y 
there is a continuous mapping P ( f ) :  P(X)  --+ P (Y )  defined by P(f ) (#)(h)  = tz(hof)  
for every # E P(X)  and h E C(Y).  If # E P (X)  then supp(P(f)(#)) C f(supp(#)). 
Lemma 2.5. Let cM be a metric compactification of M. Suppose X is a subspace of 
Y -- I a × M and there is a usco mapping r : Y --+ P(cX), where eX is the closure of X 
in I A × cM, such that r(x) = (~x for every x E X. Then for any countable C C A there 
exists a countable set B C A containing C such that x E X,  y E Y and 7rB (x) = 7rB (y) 
implies {pB(x)) = PB(supp(#))for every # E r(y). 
Proof. It follows from Kuratowski-Zorn lemma that r can be supposed to be minimal, 
i.e., every usco selection of r coincides with r. Then for any open subset U of P(eX) 
we have [17]: 
r(y) C clv(~x)(U) provided y E Intv (clv (r#(U))) and 
c ly (T - l (u ) )  = c ly ( r#(V) ) .  (3) 
We construct an increasing sequence {B(n): n = 1,2,. . .} of countable subsets of 
A such that B(1) ~ C and for every n we have I?n(~x) = I?~(r(y)) provided x E 
X, y E Y and 7rB(n+l)(x) --- 7rB(~+l)(y). Here ]P~ is the mapping P(PB(n)) from 
P(cX)  to P(~B(~)(eX)), n = 1,2, . . . .  Assume we have already constructed B(k), k = 
1,2 , . . . ,n .  Take a countable base Bn for the space P(~B(~)(cX)) (this is possible 
because PB(,~)(cX) is a compact metric space) and for each U E Bn consider the open 
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subset W(U) = r#(Ip~I(u)) of Y. By a result from [10] there exists a countable set 
B(U) C A with 
B(U) • ~(c ly (W(U) )  ) V)/C (Inty (cly(W(U) ) ). (4) 
Now, let B(n+ 1) = B(n) U(L.J{B(U): U E 13n}). Suppose x E X, y E Y and 
7rB(n+l)(x) = rB(n+l)(Y). If I~,~(5~) • U*, where U* E Bn, then x c W(U*). Since, 
by (4), B(n + 1) • IC(Inty(cly(W(U*)))), we have y C Inty(cly(W(U*))). Hence, 
by (3), lP,~(r(y)) is contained in the closure of U* in P(~B(,~)(cX)). Consequently, 
= 
Put Y = U{B(n) :  n = 1,2, . . .} .  Assume x • X, y • Y, # • r(y) and 7rB(X) = 
7rs(y). Then rB(n+l) (x) = 7rB(n+l)(y) for every n. Thus, for every n we have ]?n(6,) = 
IP,~(#). Since supp(]?,~(3,)) is the one-point set {PB(n)(x)}, the last equality implies 
{PB(n)(X)} = PB(.)(supp(#))- Therefore, {pB(x)} = PB(supp(#)). [] 
Let M be a separable metric space and cM its metric compactification. Suppose X is 
a closed subspace of I A × M and r is a usco antimixer on X.  Then a subset B of A 
is said to be r-admissible if for every x, y, z • X the equality pB(x) = PB(Y) implies 
= v, z) ) = p (r(z, x, V) ). 
Lemma 2.6. Let X be a closed subset of I A × M and r be a usco antimixer on X. 
Then: 
(i) every union of r-admissible sets is r-admissible too; 
(ii) for every r-admissible set B the mapping PB is open. 
Proof. (i) Suppose {B(s): s E S} is a family of r-admissible subsets of A and B = 
U{B(s) :  s E S}. Let x ,y ,z  E X and pB(X) = PB(Y). Then pB(s)(x) = PB(s)(Y) for 
each s E S. Hence, {pB(s)(z)} = PB(8)(r(x, y, z)) - -PB(s)(r(z,  x, y)) for every s C S. 
This implies {pS(z)} = pB(r(x, y, Z)) = ps(r(z,  X, y)). 
(ii) We use the same arguments as in [15, Maltsev's Theorem]. Suppose B is r- 
admissible and U is open in X. Consider the set V = p~l (PB (U)). Since pB is a perfect 
mapping, it is enough to show that V is open in X.  If y ~ V there is x E U such 
that pB(X) = PB(Y). Then (x,y,y) C r#(U) because r(x,y,y)  = {x}. Take an open 
neighborhood O(y) of y in X with {x} x {y} × O(y) C r#(U). We show that O(y) c V. 
Let z E O(y). Since {pB(z)} = pB(r(x,y,z))  and pB(z) E pB(U), we have z • V. 
Hence, O(y) C V. Therefore V is open. [] 
The notion of r-admissibility will also be used in a slightly different situation. Suppose 
X is a closed subset of Y = 1 A × M and eM is a metric compactification of M. Assume 
r is a usco mapping from Y to P(cX),  where cX = Cl lA×cM(X) ,  such that r (x )  = ~x 
for every x E X. Then a subset B of A is called r-admissible if for every x c X, y E Y 
and # c r(y) the equality 7rB (x) = 7rB (y) implies {pB(x)} = P/3 (supp(#)). 
Lemma 2.7. Let X be a closed subset of Y = I A × M and cM be a metric compactifi- 
cation of M. Assume r is a usco mapping from Y to P(cX) ,  where cX = ClIA x cM(X), 
such that r(x) = ~c for every x E X. Then: 
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(i) every union of r-admissible sets is r-admissible too; 
(ii) for every r-admissible set B the mapping PB is open. 
Proof. The proof of (i) is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.6(i), so it is omitted. 
(ii) We use some arguments from [18]. Let U be open in X. Choose an open subset 
W(U) of cX with W(U) N X = U. Without loss of generality we can suppose that 
there exists a continuous function f : cX  --+ [0, 1] such that W(U) = f -1  (0, 1]. Consider 
the continuous extension fl : P(cX)  --+ [0, 1] of f ,  defined by fl (/z) =/z ( f ) .  Put U1 = 
f (1  (0, 1] and V = r#(Ul). Since V is open in Y and 7rB is an open mapping, to prove that 
PB (U) is open in pB (X) it is enough to show the equality pB (U) = ps (X) nTrB (V). We 
have U = X N V because r(x) = 6~ for each x c X.  Thus, pB(U) C pB(X)  N 7rB(V). 
Suppose z C pB(X)  f? rrB(V). Then there are two points x c X and y E V such that 
z = pB(X) = 7rs(y). Let #* E r(y). It follows from the r-admissibility of B that 
PB (z) = ~,  (supp(#*)). (5) 
We will show that supp(#*) n W(U) ¢ O. Indeed, otherwise we would have f l (#*) = 
#*( f )  = 0 because f l ( cX  - w(u) )  =_ o. But this is in contradiction with #* E r(y) C 
Ul. Since PB is a perfect mapping, we have (~B) - I (pB(X) )  = X. Therefore, by (5), 
supp(#*) C X. This implies 
supp(#*) V~ U = supp(/~*) A W(U) ¢ O. 
So, z = ~B(supp(/L*)) E pB(U). Hence, we proved the desired equality pB(U) = 
p.(x) [ ]  
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1. 
We use the notations from the previous two sections. 
(1) implies (2). Let r be a usco antimixer on X. Consider X as a closed subspace of 
I A × M, where A = {a: c~ < w(T)), 7- = w(X)  and M is a separable metric space. By 
Lemma 2.1, for every a < 0J(~-) there exists a countable r-admissible set B(a) containing 
a. Next, denote A(a) = U{B(/3): /3 < a}, q~ = PA(,~) and Xa = q~(X) for each 
a < Lo(~-). I f a > fi we put q~ = q3 o q~l. According to Lemma 2.6, every q~ is open 
and perfect, hence qa +l is also open and perfect. Obviously, each q~+l has a metrizable 
kernel. Thus, we have constructed an S-system ~ = {Xc,, q~, /3 < a < o~(T)} of a 
length w(X)  such that X = lim~. 
(2) implies (3) and (4). Let X be a limit space of an S-system W = {Xa, q~, /3 < 
a < w(~-)} of a length ~- = w(X),  Suppose X is a closed subspace of a paracompact p-
space Y. Consider Y as a subset of a product I A × M, where M is a metric space and A 
is uncountable. It is enough to prove that there is a useo retraction r from I A × M onto 
X (respectively, there is a regular extension operator u : C(X)  -+ C( I  A × M)). Since 
X1 is a separable metric space, by results from [13] and [19], there exists a countable set 
B C A such that ql(x) = ql(Y) whenever x,y c X and pB(X) = PB(Y). Here ql is the 
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projection from X onto XI. Because 7r B is perfect he space M1 = pB(X)  is closed in 
/B X M and there is a continuous mapping h from 341 onto X1 such that hop8 = ql. By 
Lemma 2.4, there exist a 0-dimensional metric space M0 and perfect Milutin mappings 
l : D A -B  -+ I A -B  and g : M0 ~ I u x M such that k = l x g : D A-B  × Mo -+ I A x M 
is also a Milutin mapping, where D is the two-point discrete space. Obviously, X is 
contained in I A -B  X MI as a closed subset and 7rl (X) --= 341 (7rl is the projection from 
I A -B  × M1 onto M1). Put M~ = g- l (M1) ,  Z -- D A -B  x M~ and H --- k- l (X ) .  
Clearly, Z is a 0-dimensional normal space and k- l ( I  A -B  × M1) = Z. We will show 
there is a continuous extension k : Z -+ X of the mapping k]H. This will be done if for 
every c~ a continuous mapping k~ : Z --+ Xc~ is constructed such that q~ o k lH  = -k~lH 
and us-~+l o k,~+l -- k~. Put kl = h o 7rl o klZ. Clearly, ql o k i l l  = kllH. Suppose 
we have already constructed k~ for every /3 < c~. Assume a is a limit ordinal. Since 
is continuous, X~ = lim{Xz,~ q~, /3 < 7 < c~}, so we can define k~ = lie mkz .  If 
a is isolated, by Lemma 2.3, there is a continuous mapping k= : Z --4 X~ such that 
q~ o k[H k,~lH and ~ o k~ k~- l .  Now, k limk~ : Z -+ X is a continuous = qa-1 ~ ---- t--- 
ex tens ion  of kIH. Since M0 is a 0-dimensional metric space and M~ its closed subset, 
there exists a continuous retraction rl from M0 onto M~. Then r2 = idxr l  is a continuous 
retraction from D A-B  × Mo onto Z. Next, set-valued mapping r : I A x M --+ X ,  defined 
by r(y) = -k(rz(k- l(y))) ,  is a usco retraction because k is perfect and r(x) = {x} for 
every x E X.  Thus, (2) implies (3). To show that (2) implies (4) take a regular averaging 
operator ul :C (D  A-B  × Mo) --+ C( I  A x M)  for k (such an operator exists because k
is a Milutin mapping) and define a regular extension operator u : C(X)  --+ C( I  A x M)  
by u( f )  : ul ( f  o k o r2). 
(3) implies (1). Let X be a closed subset of I A × M,  where M is a metric space. 
By (3), there is a usco retraction r l : I  A × M --+ X .  By Lemma 2.2, there exists a 
usco antimixer 2 : ( f  A × M) 3 --+ ]-A × M. Then the map r :X  3 --+ X defined by 
r(x, y, z) --- rl (r2(x, y, z)), is a usco antimixer. 
(4) implies (2) and (5) implies (2). Consider X as a closed subspace of I A × M,  
where A --- {a: a < w(~-)}, -r = w(X)  and M is a separable metric space. Let cM be 
a metric compactification of M and cX  be the closure of X in 1 A × cM. 
Suppose there is a regular extension perator u:C(X)  -+ C( I  A × M).  Define a 
continuous mapping r from I A × M to P (cX)  by r (y ) ( f )  = u ( f lX ) (y  ) for every 
y E I A × M and f E C(cX).  Since u is an extension operator, we have r(z) = ~ for 
each x E X. 
If X is d-embedded in I A × M,  we can define a usco mapping r : I A × M --+ cX  by 
putting r(y) = cX if y ¢ U{e(g) :  V is open in X}  and r(y) = ~{cl~x(V):  y • e(U)} 
otherwise. Clearly, r(x) = {x} for z • X. 
Hence, both cases can be combined as follows: there is a usco mapping r : 1 A × M 
P(cX)  such that r(x) = 6z for every z E X. Next, we use the same arguments as in the 
proof of the implication (1) -+ (2) with Lemmas 2.1 and 2.6 replaced by Lemmas 2.5 
and 2.7, respectively. 
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(2) implies (6). Let X be a limit space of an S-system qo = {X~, q~, 3 < a < ca(r)} 
of a length r = w(X). Suppose f : F  -+ X is a continuous mapping from a closed 
G6-subset of a normal space Y with dim(Y - F) = 0. Consider X1 as a subset of the 
Hilbert cube po and take a continuous extension 9:Y  -+ po of the mapping ql o f.  
Since F is G6 in Y, Y -  F is also normal and Y -  F = U{Fn: n = 1,2,. . .},  
where each Fn is closed in Y. Without loss of generality we can suppose that every 
F,~ is G6 in Y. Then, by [6, Theorem 2.1], there are a separable metric space Z and 
continuous mappings h : Y --+ Z, 91 : Z ~ I ~ such that 9 = 91 o h, h(F) is closed 
in Z, h-l(h(F)) = F and dim(Z - h(F)) = 0. Let r :Z  -+ h(F) be a continuous 
retraction. Then Ol o r o h :Y  --+ X1 is a continuous extension of ql. o f .  Now, using 
Remark 2 we can get a continuous extension f : Y ~ X of f (see the construction of 
the mapping k in the proof of implications (2) --+ (3) and (2) --+ (4)). 
(6) implies (5). Let Y be a normal space containing X as a closed subset. Denote by 
Z the space obtained from Y by making the points of Y - X isolated. Let Z(X) be 
the set (X x {0})U U{(Y - X) x {I /n}: n -- 1,2, . . .} with the subspace topology 
inherited from the product Z x I. It is easily seen that Z(X) is normal, Z(X) - X is 
0-dimensional nd X is a closed G6-subset of Z(X). So, there is a continuous retraction 
rl : Z(X) --* X. Clearly, Z(X) is dense in (Z x {0}) U Z(X). Then rl can be extended 
to a usco mapping r2 : (Z x {0}) U Z(X) ~ 3X (see [17, Lemma 8]). The restriction 
r = r21(Z x {0}) is a usco mapping from Z to fiX such that r (x) = {z} for every :c ~ X. 
For any open set U in X put W(U) = U{W: w is open in 3x  and W c? X = U} 
and e(U) = Inty(r#(W(U))). Obviously, e(U) is open in Y, e(U) N X = U and 
e(g) n e(V) = e(U N V). Hence, X is d-embedded in Y. D 
Remark 3. Let us note that the condition "Y is a paracompact p-space" in (3) or (4) 
cannot be weakened to "Y is paracompact". The first observation follows from the 
following fact [17, Theorem 3]: Let X be a paracompact p-space ndfor every closed 
embedding of X in a paracompact space Y there is a usco retraction from Y to X. Then 
X is Cech-complete. The second one follows from [5], where it is proved that the space 
Q of rational numbers is closed in the Michael line M and there is no regular extension 
operator u :C(Q)  -4 C(M). On the other hand Q is metrizable and hence, Q admits a 
usco antimixer. [] 
4. Appendix 
For a given space Z let nw(Z) denote the net weight of Z. We write X E Nag(nw(r)) 
if X is a continuous image of a space Y which admits a continuous and perfect mapping 
onto a space Z with nw(Z) ~< ~-. It is easily seen that the class Nag(nw(r)) is finitely 
multiplicative and l(X) ~ r for every X E Nag(nw(r)). The aim of this section is 
to prove the following generalization of Theorem 1.5 from [14] (Tkachenko proved a 
particular case of Proposition 4.1 when X is a topological group which is a continuous 
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image of a space Y admitting a continuous and perfect mapping onto a space of weight 
~< r). 
Proposition 4.1. Let r :X  3 --+ X be a u.s.c, antimixer on X and X • Nag(nw(r)). 
Then for any family yr consisting of GT-subsets of X there exists a subfamily 0 C .~ of 
cardinality card(0) ~< ~- such that U 0 is dense in U ~. 
Proof. Let f be a continuous mapping from a space Y onto X and Y admit a perfect 
continuous mapping 9 onto a space Z with nw(Z) ~< T. Consider X as a subset of 
I A x M, where A is infinite and M is a separable metric space. Since I(X 2) ~< T, by 
Remark 1, for every set C C A of cardinality card(C) <~ T there exists a r-admissible 
set B C A containing C such that card(B) ~< T. So, without loss of generality we can 
suppose that for any family 3 r of G~--subsets of X and each F E ~" there is a r-admissible 
set B(F) such that card(B(F)) ~< T and B(F) E £(F), i.e., pBI(F)(PB(F)(F)) = F. 
We shall construct by induction an increasing sequence {B(n): n = 1,2,. . .} of r- 
admissible subsets of A and a sequence {SV(n): n = 1,2,. . .} of subfamilies of ~-(f) = 
{ f - i  (F): F 6 U} such that for every n the following conditions are fulfilled: 
(a) card(St(n)) ~< ~- and card(B(n)) ~< ~-; 
(b) h(n)(U.~(n)) is dense in h(n)(U.T'(f)), where h(n) is the diagonal product 
h(n) = 9A(PB(,~) o f) ;  
(c) B(F) C B(n + 1) for each F • O(n) = f(.~(n)). 
Suppose we have already constructed B(k) and ~'(k) for k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  Let 
B(n + 1) = B(n) U U {B(F):  F E 0(n)}. 
According to Lemma 2.6(i), B(n+ 1) is r-admissible and obviously, card(B(n+ 1)) ~ ~-. 
Consider the mapping 
h(n + 1) = 9~(PB(n+l )  o f). 
Since nw(Z) ~< r and ?J)(pt3(n+l)(X)) ~ T, we have nw(Z x PB(n+I) (X) )  <<. ~-. Hence, 
nw(h(n + 1)(Y)) <~ T. The last implies there is a subfamily ~(n  + 1) of f ( f )  such that 
card(~'(n + 1)) ~< "r and h(n + 1)(U ~'(n + 1)) is dense in h(n + 1)(U ~'(f)). Now, let 
B = U{B(n) :  n = 1 ,2 , . . .} ,  
..T'* = U{f ' (n ) :  n = 1 ,2 , . . .} ,  0 = U{0(n) :  n = 1 ,2 , . . .}  = f ( t ' * )  
and h = gA(ps o f). The mappings h(n), n -- 1,2, . . .  and h are perfect because g
is perfect. Since B(n) c B(n + 1) for each n, there exists a continuous (and perfect) 
mapping h(n + 1, n): h(n + 1)(Y) --~ h(n)(Y) such that h(n + 1, n)o h(n + 1) = h(n). 
Hence, h(Y) is a limit space of the inverse sequence {h(n)(Y),h(n + 1,n), n = 
1,2,. . .}.  Using this fact and (b) we can show that h(U 5r*) is dense in h(UU(f)). 
Denote by qB the quotient mapping from X onto the set pB(X) equipped with the 
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quotient opology. There is a continuous one-to-one mapping i from qB (X) onto PB (X). 





where k is the projection from h(Y) onto pB(X), defined by k(h(y)) = PB(f(Y)). 
Since h is a quotient mapping, there is a continuous mapping k :h (Y )  ~ qB(X) such 
that k o h = qB o f and i o ~ = k. Then k(h(U ~-*)) is dense in k (h (U~' ( f ) )  . But 
k(h(U 5r*)) = qB ( f (U  -~*)) ---- qB (U 0) and k(h(U ~r(f))) = qB (U Y). Thus, qB (U 0) 
is dense in qs(U .T'). By Lemma 2.60), B is r-admissible. It follows from the proof of 
Lemma 2.6(ii) that qB is open. Using this observation we prove that U 0 is dense in 
U av. Suppose x E U.F" and O(x) is an open neighborhood of x in X. Then qB(O(x)) 
is open in qB(X) and since qB(UO) is dense in qB(U~'),  qB(O(x)) meets qB([.Jo). It 
follows from (c) that B E £ (F )  for every F E 0. Hence, 
:uo. 
So, o(x) n (U 0) ¢ 0. [] 
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